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Abstract: A real-time error correction operation model for an integrated energy system is proposed
in this paper, based on the analysis of the real-time optimized operation structure of an integrated
energy system and the characteristics of the system. The model makes real-time corrections to the
day-ahead operation strategy of the integrated energy system, to offset forecast errors from the
renewable power generation system and multi-energy load system. When unbalanced power occurs
in the system due to prediction errors, the model comprehensively considers the total capacity of
each energy supply and energy storage equipment, adjustable margin, power climbing speed and
adjustment cost, to formulate the droop rate which determines the unbalanced power that each device
will undertake at the next time interval, while taking the day-ahead dispatching goals of the system
into consideration. The case study shows that the dispatching strategy obtained by the real-time error
correction operation model makes the power output change trend of the energy supply equipment
consistent with the day-ahead dispatching plan at the next time interval, which ensures the safety,
stability and economy of the real-time operation of the integrated energy system.
Keywords: integrated energy system; real-time optimized operation; combined cooling and heating
power (CCHP); dispatching strategy; error correction

1. Introduction
Integrated energy system includes four energy forms: cold, heat, electricity and gas, which
contains various types of energy supply equipment with non-linear partial load characteristics and
various types of loads [1,2]. Internet of Things technology and information technology are used to
uniformly integrate and schedule all energy supply equipment in the system to achieve optimal energy
supply and energy efficiency improvement of the load system [3]. CCHP (combined cooling heating
and power) system, as a typical representative of integrated energy systems [4–6], has become an
important means to realize the transformation of energy production and consumption, improve the
efficiency of comprehensive energy utilization and solve energy and environmental problems, with its
high energy utilization efficiency and flexible and reliable energy supply mode.
In terms of the operation and dispatching of the integrated energy system, the two most common
dispatching strategies in the integrated energy system are following thermal load strategy and following
electrical load strategy [7–10]. At present, there are many researches on these two dispatching strategies
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and the daily energy forecasting worldwide, however, this research focuses on different aspects due
to different factors, such as application scenarios and configurations of research objects. A group of
scholars from Budapest University of Technology and Economics, such as Olaszi, Balint D., Sores, Peter
etc., have a lot of research on daily energy forecasting within the day-ahead market [11,12], which are
the basis of commercially available, daily energy forecasting software and are useful in the automatic
prediction of solar and wind power based systems. In [13], an adaptive algorithm and an energy
market oriented remote-controlled strategy is proposed and daily energy forecasting problems are
analyzed by Olaszi, Balint D. In [14], an interval optimization method to optimally schedule electric
vehicles (EV) with consideration of the uncertainty of RES generation and loads is proposed, which
provides good reference for grid interacting, considering the uncertainty of RES generation and loads.
Li H. et al. [15] took the combined heat and power system as the research object, analyzed the system
operating status under the following thermal load strategy and following electrical load strategy,
respectively considering different load heat and power ratios, and suggested that the system should
run at the optimal thermoelectric equilibrium point in order to obtain the maximum economic and
energy saving benefits. In order to improve the comprehensive operation efficiency of the CCHP
system, an optimal control strategy, based on the integrated effect boundary (IEC), based on following
thermal load strategy and following electrical load strategy, was proposed in [16], and a building-type
CCHP system case was used to prove the feasibility of the control strategy. The following thermal
and electrical load dispatching mode are simple and convenient for real-time load tracking, however,
due to the oversimplification of the dispatching model, there is a problem of insufficient energy supply
economy [17–19].
Another major operating mode of the integrated energy system is economically optimized
operation dispatching. A day-ahead energy saving and economic operation dispatching model for
integrated energy system was established in [20], and a two-stage Lagrangian relaxation iterative
algorithm was used to solve the model. Compared with the traditional operation mode, the
coal consumption rate index of the system is reduced after adopting the strategy by the model.
Stadler M. et al. [21,22] researched on the commercial building type integrated energy system and
established the system’s optimal dispatching model, with the optimization goal of minimum daily
operating cost of the system. The model was solved using CPLEX, and the example showed that
the strategy proposed could save 11% of annual operating costs of the commercial building system,
while reducing annual carbon emissions by 8%. Jayasekara S. et al. [23] analyzed the economic
indicators of the day-ahead scheduling plan for a large-scale park integrated energy system. Compared
with the traditional electric and heat separated supply mode, it was concluded that the integrated
energy system is more economical and reliable than traditional energy supply mode. The problem
with economic optimal dispatching strategy is that the formulated dispatching plan is based on the
previously predicted load and renewable energy output, however, there will be load and renewable
energy output prediction errors in the real-time operation of the system, which will cause the system
to fail to fully operate according to the day-ahead economic optimal dispatching plan [24].
Regarding how to improve the day-ahead dispatching plan of the integrated energy system
to ensure the real-time operation of the system, there have been some studies on model predictive
control (MPC), based on the uncertainty of forecasting. In [25], the integration of storage systems is
applied in the Kuramoto-like grid models, to improve the power quality and ensure power supply
in the presence of stochastic wind power. McLarty D. et al. [26] studied the real-time optimization
dispatching problem of a campus integrated energy system. First, the day-ahead dispatching plan
was formulated based on the day-ahead dispatching model, and then the real-time load prediction
results were used to replace the original day-ahead load prediction results, to calculate the real-time
power deficit of the system. Afterwards, a feedback correction controller was introduced to apply the
electric power of the public network and the heat and cold energy storage device, to balance the power
deficit, which achieved the goal of real-time operation of the system. Houwing M. et al. [27] applied
the model predictive control method to the real-time optimization model of the integrated energy
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system and added a rolling optimization procedure on the basis of the day-ahead optimization model,
to make the scheduling strategy more in line with the actual operating conditions. In [28], Juan Ospina
proposes a novel control solution designed to solve the local and grid-connected distributed energy
resources (DERs) management problem, using sampling-based model predictive control (SBMPC).
In [29], a novel model predictive control (MPC)-based operation strategy is presented, to minimize
distribution system customer interruption cost and improve the distribution system reliability by
coordinating multiple power supplies from EES, RER and external grid. In [30], an MPC-based iterative
distributed algorithm is deployed within a framework that allows the integrated energy system to
dynamically adapt to changes in the operating environment, which can handle both the variability and
unpredictability of renewable energy sources, as well as increasing system complexity. Xu X. et al. [31]
first established the day-ahead economic dispatching model and then revised the day-ahead load
forecast data, on the basis of ultra-short-term load forecast. Only the grid connection situation was
considered in the revision and the unbalanced electric, heating and cooling load are all satisfied by the
energy storage device, that is, the energy storage device is called to meet the real-time load balance in
the system. Mehrjoo M. et al. [32] balanced the instantaneous power by applying the peak shaving
device. After the peak shaving device is applied, the exchange power on the contact bus is ideally
consistent with the previous day-ahead scheduling plan. A small amount of power deviation occurs
when the adjustable capacity of the peak shaving device is zero and the degree of power imbalance is
much smaller than when only the day-ahead scheduling plan is adopted.
In summary, for the real-time optimal operation and scheduling of integrated energy systems,
research is currently focused on two simplified scheduling methods, namely the following thermal
load dispatching strategy and following electrical load dispatching strategy, and how to reduce the
errors in the optimal dispatch prediction process. The application of energy storage and peak shaving
devices to suppress unbalanced power using model predictive control (MPC) is also one of the research
topics. However, due to the structural differences and energy forms diversity of the integrated energy
system, how to consider the real-time economic allocation of the unbalanced power to all of the energy
supply and storage equipment according to the characteristics of the integrated energy system and the
combination of real-time dispatching strategy with the day-ahead dispatching strategy, has research
significance. The integrated energy system is a non-linear system with multiple energy sources,
complex characteristics of energy supply and storage equipment and the strong randomness of load
and renewable power output. When the renewable power output and the load of cold, heat and power
deviate from the previous forecast values, the equipment operation mode needs adjustment to ensure
the economical and optimal operation of the system.
To solve the above problems, this paper analyzes the real-time optimized operation structure
of the integrated energy system and combines the characteristics of the integrated energy system
to modify the day-ahead optimization scheduling method. A real-time error correction operation
model for the integrated energy system is proposed and the model makes real-time corrections to
the day-ahead operation strategy of the integrated energy system, to offset forecast errors from the
renewable power generation system and multi-energy load system, which ensures the safety, stability
and economy of the real-time operation of the integrated energy system.
2. Real-Time Optimized Operation Structure of the Integrated Energy System
The integrated energy system includes four energy forms: cold, heat, electricity and gas, which
contains various types of energy supply equipment and various types of loads. The main equipment
in the real-time optimized operation structure of the integrated energy system studied in this paper
include micro gas turbine, waste heat boiler, Lithium bromide absorption refrigeration unit, gas boiler,
household air conditioning system, electric refrigerator, battery, heat (cold) storage device, wind
turbine, Photovoltaic cells. The integrated energy system exchanges power through the centralized
power bus, with the distribution network and the real-time operation structure of the system as shown
in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Real-time optimized operation structure of the integrated energy system.

In terms of the electrical energy interconnected part, there is bidirectional power flow between
the system and the external power grid. When the power generated by the integrated energy system
in real-time operation is greater than the load, it can be sold to the external power grid in real time;
otherwise, it can be purchased from the grid. The maximum power exchange value of the integrated
energy system with the external power grid is restricted by the state grid for avoiding overload of public
power lines and ensures the stability of electricity grids [33]. In terms of the gas energy interconnected
part within the system, there is only a one-way transaction between the integrated energy system and
the gas company, and there is no natural gas production inside.
In the combined cooling, heating and power energy supply system, the micro turbine is one of the
most important energy supply equipments. The micro turbine generates electricity through natural
gas and the high-temperature flue gas enters the waste heat boiler. The waste heat is converted into
high-temperature steam and then enters the lithium bromide absorption refrigeration unit to achieve
the purpose of cold-water production.
In the cold energy interconnected part, the electric refrigerator connects with the chilled water
tank, which performs as a peak-shaving device for the refrigeration load, which provides cold water
when the lithium bromide absorption refrigeration unit supplies insufficiently cooling energy and the
cold storage device stores cold water when the cooling power output of the lithium bromide absorption
refrigerator or the electric refrigerator is sufficient, while releasing the cooling capacity when needed.
In the heat energy interconnected part, the heat storage device can store the high-temperature hot
water generated by the gas boiler or waste heat boiler and release the heat energy when the system has
insufficient heating power supply.
The integrated energy system is also equipped with a photovoltaic power generation system and
a wind turbine, the output of which can not only supply internal electrical loads, but also exchange
power with external power grids. The household air conditioners in the systems can only supply space
cooling and heating loads as the peak shaving equipment. The mathematical models and operating
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constraints of various energy supply equipment and energy storage equipment in the integrated energy
system have been given in [34].
3. Real-Time Error Correction Operation Model for Integrated Energy System
The real-time operation of the integrated energy system is based on the day-ahead optimization
scheduling plan, with the time scale of one hour per power output, which has the goal of peak shifting
and valley filling to reduce operating costs by the overall scheduling of all the energy supply equipment
in the integrated energy system, based on peak and valley electricity prices from the perspective of a
day as the optimization cycle. During real-time operation, the real-time values of renewable energy
generation equipment output and various types of load deviate from the predicted value and need to
be adjusted by various types of energy supply equipment and storage devices in the dispatch system,
to ensure the balance of supply and demand within the entire system and ensure that the system could
operate safely and stably.
Due to the revision of the previous dispatching plan, the original dispatching strategy became no
longer applicable. A real-time error correction operation model of the integrated energy system is
proposed to perform real-time operation correction based on the day-ahead dispatching plan.
The real-time error correction operation model is a static optimization model which focuses on the
single-point operation correction at the next moment and the optimization goal of the model cannot be
selected as economically optimal, because in a single moment of operation, the economically optimal
scheduling method uses all energy storage to smooth the unbalanced power, which will lead to a large
discrepancy with the previously planned operation strategy, resulting in the phenomenon of local
optimal operation interfering the global optimal operation.
For example, in a simple integrated energy system containing only a micro gas turbine based
CCHP unit and a set of cold and heat energy storage equipment, generally speaking, the unit power
adjustment cost of energy storage is the lowest, while the unit power adjustment cost of the micro gas
turbine based CCHP unit is higher, along with the fuel cost required to adjust the operating power.
In the day-ahead economic dispatch, due to the characteristics of time-of-use electricity prices and load
curves, energy storage equipment is generally arranged to charge at low electricity prices at night and
to release energy when the electricity price is high during the daytime [34]. In other words, during the
period of low electricity prices, various types of electric-heat (cold) conversion equipment should be
used to supply multi-energy loads and the energy storage equipment should be in a charged state from
the global perspective to improve system economy. Suppose at one moment t within the period of
low electricity prices at night, the heating or cooling load is greater than expected; then, at this single
point of time, the economically optimal dispatching solution for the time interval is to allow the energy
storage to undertake the unbalanced power, but as a cost at this time, the energy stored is released and
the energy storage capacity is reduced, so there is not much energy to release during the day when
the electricity price is high, and the economy of the entire system will be affected. Therefore, from a
global perspective, a reasonable approach should be to increase the power output of electric-heat (cold)
conversion equipment to compensation the power deficit, rather than the discharge of energy storage
equipment with low costs at that time.
In the process of real-time operation correction, the concept of multi equipment energy supply
droop control in the integrated energy system is put forward. Considering the total capacity of
each energy supply and energy storage equipment, adjustable margin, power climbing speed and
adjustment cost, the droop rate of each equipment at the next moment was formulated and the
unbalanced power is shared by each energy supply and energy storage equipment, which ensures the
power output change trend of the energy supply equipment consistent with the day-ahead dispatching
plan at the next time interval and the global economic operation of the integrated energy system.
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3.1. Determination of Energy Supply Increment
In the operation of an integrated energy system, two multi-energy loads and renewable energy
generation predictions with different time scales are generally required, which are short-term prediction
and ultra-short-term prediction. Among them, the short-term prediction generally refers to the
day-ahead or a few days ago prediction; the time scale is carried out by days and is generally used for
day-ahead dispatching, while the ultra-short-term prediction is generally executed in units of minutes
and used for predicting the multi-energy loads and the renewable energy power generation situation
at the next moment, which are used for guiding the dispatch system and dispatch personnel to perform
related dispatch operations [35–37].
The reason why we need ultra-short-term prediction is that the multi-energy loads and renewable
energy power generation conditions predicted day-ahead generally deviate from the actual situation,
and the results of ultra-short-term forecasting can nearly be regarded as real-time data, although there
will still be some tiny deviations between them, but this difference can be resolved by system inertia.
Suppose the day-ahead predicted value of the electrical load in the integrated energy system at
+∆t
time t + ∆t is PtLoad
, the day-ahead predicted value of the space heating load and hot water load at time
t+∆t
t+∆t
t + ∆t are HSpace and HWater
respectively, the day-ahead predicted value of the space cooling load and
+∆t
+∆t
refrigeration load at time t + ∆t are CtSpace
and CtRefri
respectively, the day-ahead predicted generated

+∆t
power value of the renewable power generation system is Ptdistri
; The electrical load value at time

+∆t
t + ∆t obtained by ultra-short-term load prediction at time t is P0 tLoad
, the space heating load and hot
+∆t
+∆t
water load at time t + ∆t obtained by ultra-short-term load prediction at time t are H0 tSpace
and H0 tWater
respectively, the space cooling load and refrigeration load at time t + ∆t obtained by ultra-short-term
+∆t
+∆t
load prediction at time t are C0 tSpace
and C0 tRefri
respectively, the generated power value of the renewable
power generation system at time t + ∆t obtained by ultra-short-term power generation prediction at
+∆t
time t is P0 tdistri
, then the adjustment increment of the system’s pure electrical load at time t + ∆t is:
t+∆t
+∆t
+∆t
+∆t
∆PLoad = P0 Load
− PtLoad
− P0 tdistri
+ Ptdistri

(1)

The increment of the system’s space heating load at time t + ∆t is:
+∆t
t+∆t
∆HSpace = H0 tSpace
− HSpace

(2)

The increment of the system’s hot water load at time t + ∆t is:
t+∆t
t+∆t
∆HWater = H0 Water
− HWater

(3)

The increment of the system’s space cooling load at time t + ∆t is:
+∆t
+∆t
∆CSpace = C0 tSpace
− CtSpace

(4)

The increment of the system’s refrigeration load at time t + ∆t is:
t+∆t
+∆t
∆CRefri = C0 Refri
− CtRefri

(5)

In the above equations, the reason we make the difference is because the forecast is deviated, and
the day-ahead dispatching plan is made based on the results of the day-ahead prediction. The day-ahead
dispatching plan takes a quite long calculation time and if the results of ultra-short-term load prediction
are substituted into the day-ahead dispatching model, the calculation time requirements cannot be
met. Therefore, this paper proposes the real-time dispatching model of the integrated energy system.
At time t + ∆t, the task that needs to be accomplished is to distribute these load adjustment increments
to each energy supply equipment and energy storage device to complete the real-time operation
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correction. Since the processing methods of various types of load are similar, the space heating load
increment distribution is taken as an example for description and the other types of load increment can
be distributed with reference to the space heating load.
3.2. Real-Time Maximum Adjustable Power Output Constraint
The maximum adjustable power output of the energy supply equipment and energy storage
equipment in the integrated energy system is subject to power upper and lower limit and power
climbing speed. When ∆HSpace is a positive value, which means additional power supply is required,
the power upward adjustment margin of the ith space heating load energy supply and storage device
at time t is:
Fi t,max = Cmax
− Cti
(6)
i
The power upward adjustment margin of the ith space heating load energy supply and storage
device at time t + ∆t is:
Fi t+∆t,max = Cmax
− Cti +∆t
(7)
i
where Fi t,max and Fi t+∆t,max are the maximum upward power adjustment ranges of the ith space
heating load energy supply and storage equipment at time t and t + ∆t respectively, Cti and Cti +∆t are
the real-time power output and planned power output of of the ith space heating load energy supply
and storage equipment at time t and t + ∆t respectively, Cmax
is the upper limit of the power output of
i
the ith space heating load energy supply and storage equipment.
The power climbing constraints are:
Fi v,max = Viin × ∆t

(8)

where Viin is the maximum increasing rate of the ith space heating load energy supply and storage
equipment, Fi v,max is the maximum power increase in period of ∆t.
By comparing Fi t,max and Fi v,max , the maximum planned power adjustment amount Fi max of the
equipment at time t + ∆t can be obtained. When Fi t,max is greater than Fi v,max , which means there is
sufficient adjustable capacity; as shown in Figure 2, the maximum planned power adjustment amount
Fi max is as follows:
Fi max = Cti + Viin × ∆t − Cti +∆t
(9)

Figure 2. Maximum planned power adjustment amount with sufficient adjustable capacity when
additional power supply is required.
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When Fi t,max is less than Fi v,max , which means there is not enough adjustable capacity, as shown
in Figure 3, the maximum planned power adjustment amount Fi max is as follows:
Fi max = Fi t+∆t,max

(10)

Figure 3. Maximum planned power adjustment amount without sufficient adjustable capacity when
additional power supply is required.

When ∆HSpace is a negative value which means reduction of power supply is required, the power
downward adjustment margin of the ith space heating load energy supply and storage device at time
t is:
Fi t,max = Cti − Cmin
(11)
i
The power downward adjustment margin of the ith space heating load energy supply and storage
device at time t + ∆t is:
Fi t+∆t,max = Cti +∆t − Cmin
(12)
i
where Fi t,max and Fi t+∆t,max are the maximum downward power adjustment ranges of the ith space
heating load energy supply and storage equipment at time t and t + ∆t respectively, Cti and Cti +∆t are
the real-time power output and planned power output of the ith space heating load energy supply and
storage equipment at time t and t + ∆t respectively, Cmin
is the lower limit of the power output of the
i
ith space heating load energy supply and storage equipment.
The power climbing constraints are:
Fi v,max = Vide × ∆t

(13)

where Vide is the maximum decreasing rate of the ith space heating load energy supply and storage
equipment, Fi v,max is the maximum power decrease in period of ∆t.
By comparing Fi t,max and Fi v,max , the maximum planned power adjustment amount Fi max of the
equipment at time t + ∆t can be obtained. When Fi t,max is greater than Fi v,max , which means there is
sufficient adjustable capacity, as shown in Figure 4, the maximum planned power adjustment amount
Fi max is as follows:
Fi max = Cti − Vide × ∆t − Cti +∆t
(14)
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Figure 4. Maximum planned power adjustment amount, with sufficient adjustable capacity when
reduction of power supply is required.

When Fi t,max is less than Fi v,max , which means there is not enough adjustable capacity as shown in
Figure 5, the maximum planned power adjustment amount Fi max is as follows:
Fi max = Fi t+∆t,max

(15)

Figure 5. Maximum planned power adjustment amount without sufficient adjustable capacity when
reduction of power supply is required.

3.3. Determination of Real-Time Error Correction Droop Rate of Energy Supply Distribution
Select the space heating load energy supply and storage equipment in the integrated energy
system and define the energy supply coefficient of the ith energy supply and storage equipment as:
Ki t+∆t = Ci t+∆t

(16)

The absolute value operation is added, in order to avoid the increase of the charging power if
the energy storage device is in the charging state, when the energy supply increment is positive and
additional power supply is required, but reduce the charging power to convert it into an equivalent
energy supply unit and perform energy supply together with other energy supply equipment.
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Count all the adjustable energy supply units and sum the energy supply coefficients of all units:
t+∆t
Ktotal
=

n
X

Ci t+∆t

(17)

i=1
t+∆t
where Ki t+∆t is the energy supply coefficient of the ith energy supply and storage equipment, Ktotal
is
the total energy supply coefficient, n is the number of space heating load energy supply and storage
units with adjustable capacity.
Therefore, the real-time error correction energy supply distribution droop rate of the ith energy
supply and storage equipment is:

KPi t+∆t =

Ki t+∆t
t+∆t
Ktotal

=

Ci t+∆t
n
P
Ci t+∆t

(18)

i=1

At time t + ∆t, the energy supply adjustment power undertaken by the ith energy supply and
storage equipment is:
t+∆t
∆HiSpace
= KPi t+∆t × ∆HSpace
(19)
t+∆t
where ∆HSpace is the unbalanced power to be allocated and ∆HiSpace
is the energy supply adjustment
power undertaken by the ith energy supply and storage equipment.

3.4. Verification and Updating the Real-Time Energy Supply Adjustment Power
When the adjustment power is distributed by the real-time error correction droop rate, it is
necessary to verify whether the energy supply adjustment power undertaken by the ith energy supply
and storage equipment exceeds the maximum planned power adjustment amount Fi max . Considering
that it is possible that a device cannot undertake the adjustment power determined by the droop rate,
due to power output exceeding the limit, it is necessary to allocate the adjustment power multiple
times. Therefore, the energy supply adjustment power undertaken by the ith energy supply and
storage equipment can be written as:

At the first adjustment:

t+∆t
Fi = C0 i t+∆t − Ci t+∆t + ∆HiSpace

(20)

t+∆t
Fi = ∆HiSpace

(21)

where C0 i t+∆t is the planned power output of the ith energy supply and storage equipment at time
t + ∆t after the last distribution.
When |Fi | > Fi max , the device cannot undertake the task of drooping power adjustment, the planned
power output of the ith energy supply and storage equipment at time t + ∆t is set as:

0 t+∆t = C t+∆t + F max ( ∆H

> 0)

i
i
 Ci
Space

0
t
+
∆t
t
+
∆t
max

 Ci
= Ci
− Fi
(∆HSpace < 0)

(22)

When |Fi | < Fi max , the device could undertake the task of drooping power adjustment, the planned
power output of the ith energy supply and storage equipment at time t + ∆t is set as:
t+∆t
C0 i t+∆t = Ci t+∆t + ∆HiSpace

(23)

If there is energy supply equipment that cannot undertake the drooping power adjustment task,
there will still be a certain amount of power deficit. At this time, the algorithm returns to Section 3.3
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for the redistribution of the unbalanced power, until all the energy supply equipment is adjusted
according to the drooping power and the real-time operation error correction task is completed.
3.5. Real-Time Operation Error Correction Process
The above real-time operation error correction model takes space heating load as an example for
illustration. In the actual operation process, four other types of loads must be considered. Among them,
the real-time unbalanced power distribution and adjustment of hot water load, space cooling load and
refrigeration load can refer to space heating load. When the adjustment of these four types of loads
is completed, the power consumption of all energy supply equipment that consumes electricity for
cold or heat energy production is updated. Combining the ultra-short-term electrical load forecast
and renewable energy power generation forecast at time t + ∆t, the ultra-short-term forecast results of
the net electrical load are obtained, and then the real-time unbalanced power distribution of electrical
loads is performed, with reference to the above types of loads.
The real-time error correction operation algorithm is written in Matlab (R2012a, MathWorks,
Natick, MA, USA) to solve the real-time error correction operation model of the integrated energy
system in this paper. The real-time operation error correction process for the integrated energy system
can be described by Figure 6.

Figure 6. Flow chart of real-time operation error correction for integrated energy system.
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4. Case Study
4.1. Case Scenario and Parameters Settings
The main equipment in the integrated energy system contains micro turbines, waste heat boilers,
lithium bromide absorption refrigerators, electric refrigerators, gas boilers, batteries, heat (cold) storage
devices, household air conditioners and photovoltaic cells. The integrated energy system exchanges
power through a centralized power bus with the public grid, purchases power from the grid when
the power supply within the system is insufficient, and sells power to the grid when the power
supply within the system is surplus. At the same time, it is assumed that there is no gas production
in the integrated energy system and all the gas required is supplied by the external gas company.
The parameters of the energy supply equipment and energy storage equipment in the case are shown
in Tables 1 and 2.
Table 1. The parameters of energy supply equipment.
Equipment
Capstone C1000 Micro turbine system
Waste heat boiler
Lithium bromide absorption refrigeration unit
Gas boiler
Electric refrigerator
Household air conditioner
Public grid
Photovoltaic cells

Parameters

Values

Maximum power generated Pc1000,max
Rated efficiency ηc1000
Maximum power input PEB,max
Rated efficiency ηEB
Maximum power input PAC,max
Coefficient of performance COPAC
Maximum power input PGB,max
Rated efficiency ηGB
Maximum power input Pchil,max
Coefficient of performance COPchil
Maximum power input Pcond,max
Energy efficiency ratio EERcond
Coefficient of performance COPcond
Maximum power exchange PBus,max
Maximum power generated PDG,max

1000 kW
0.33
2000 kW
0.8
2000 kW
1.2
1000 kW
0.9
500 kW
4.0
1000 kW
2.6
3.1
1500 kW
187.8 kW

Table 2. The parameters of energy storage equipment.
Storage Equipment

Parameters

Charging/(heat, cold) efficiency
Discharge/(heat, cold) efficiency
Maximum charge/(heat, cold) rate
Maximum discharge/(heat, cold) rate
Self-discharge/(heat, cold) rate
Maximum state of charge/energy
Minimum state of charge/energy
Capacity

Lead-Acid
Batteries

Heat Storage
Tank

Cold Water
Storage Tank

0.97
0.97
0.2
0.3
0.02
0.9
0.2
200 kW · h

0.95
0.95
0.2
0.2
0.03
0.9
0.1
1000 kW · h

0.95
0.95
0.2
0.2
0.03
0.9
0.1
500 kW · h

The real-time operation data used in the case was collected from the Animation Park energy
station and Creative Display Building of the Tianjin Sino-Singapore Eco-City. The ultra-short-term
load and renewable energy power generation forecast period in the case are 5 minutes and the rolling
optimization period is 1 hour. The day-ahead forecasting curves of the cooling, heating and electrical
load and renewable energy power output are shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. The day-ahead forecasting curves of the cooling, heating and electrical load and renewable
energy power output in the integrated energy system.

The real-time fluctuation data of the cooling, heating and electrical load and renewable energy
power output are shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. The real-time fluctuation curve of the cooling, heating and electrical load and renewable
energy power output in the integrated energy system.

The region adopts time-of-use electricity pricing with peak time from 8 to 11 and 18 to 23, flat time
from 7 to 8 and 11 to 18 and valley time from 23 to 7. The time-of-use electricity price is shown in Table 3.
Assuming the natural gas price is 0.4642 $/cubic meter and the high calorific value is 8571 kcal/cubic
meter, the gas price is thus converted to 0.0464 $/kW·h.
Table 3. Time of use price.
Period

Electricity Price ($/kWh)

peak
valley
flat

0.1159
0.0491
0.0816
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The real-time fluctuation data in this case scenario is based on the statistical perspective after the
completion of the daily operation, and the sampling period is 5 minutes. In the figure, one day of 24 h
is divided into 288 intervals with each interval of 5 minutes, which means that in Figure 8, 24 on the
horizontal axis means 2 h and 48 means 4 h, and so on. The curve moves forward from left to right in
the process of real-time operation, and only the cooling, heating and power load and renewable energy
power output data of the next forecast period can be predicted at the current operation time.
4.2. Real-Time Balance of Various Loads in the System
From Figure 8, it can be observed that all kinds of loads and renewable energy power output
in real-time operation scenarios deviate from the previous forecast value. Among them, the space
heating load and hot water load increase slightly compared with the previous forecast curve and are
accompanied by fluctuations; the space cooling load and the refrigeration load are slightly lower than
the previous forecast curve and are accompanied by fluctuations, and there are short-term random
fluctuations in pure electric load and renewable energy power output.
By applying the real-time optimized operation and dispatching method for the integrated energy
system mentioned in this paper, the real-time balance curves of various loads and the real-time power
output curve of energy supply and storage equipment are obtained, as shown in Figures 9–13.

Figure 9. Real-time balance curve of space heating load.

In Figure 9, the space heating load is jointly supplied by the air-conditioning system and the
waste heat boiler in the micro turbine system. The real-time fluctuation of the space heating load at the
time of valley electricity price is all provided by the air conditioning system. At some peak electricity
prices moment, the real-time fluctuation of the space heating load is satisfied by the waste heat boiler
and the air conditioning system, in accordance with the drooping power determined by the real-time
optimized operation and dispatching method.
It can be seen from Figure 10 that the real-time increment of hot water load in the integrated
energy system is satisfied by waste heat boilers, gas boilers and heat energy storage equipment. In the
day-ahead dispatching plan, gas boilers are not included in the hot water supply optimization plan,
due to the high price of using natural gas for hot water supply. However, the heating load has increased
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to a certain extent in the process of rolling optimization, due to the limitation of the operating power of
the micro turbine; the real-time dispatching strategy started to switch on the gas boiler for hot water
production around the eighth hour and continued until the night with lower electricity price. On the
one hand, the heat energy storage equipment undertakes the task of peak shifting and valley filling,
and on the other hand, cooperates with the other two energy supply equipment to adjust the power
output, according to the drooping power to meet the real-time unbalanced load.

Figure 10. Real-time balance curve of hot water load.

Figure 11. Real-time balance curve of space cooling load.
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In Figure 11, the real-time space cooling load is jointly supplied by the air-conditioning system,
the micro turbine system and the compression type electric refrigerator. At the time of low electricity
prices, the space cooling load is lower than the previous forecast value, and the energy reduction is all
from the air-conditioning system and the compression type electric refrigerator. The energy reduction
in the rest of the time is mainly borne by the lithium bromide absorption refrigeration unit in the micro
turbine system, by reducing the intake air to reduce the production of cold energy.

Figure 12. Real-time balance curve of refrigeration load.

Figure 13. Real-time balance curve of pure electric load.

It can be seen from Figure 12 that since the household air-conditioning system can only meet the
space cooling load demand of the system, the real-time change of the refrigeration load in the system is
satisfied by the lithium bromide absorption refrigeration unit, compression electric refrigerator and
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cold energy storage equipment, according to the drooping power to meet the requirements of power
adjustment. On the one hand, cold energy storage equipment shifts peaks and fills valleys in the global
situation, according to the results of rolling optimization to reduce operating costs, on the other hand,
it absorbs part of the unbalanced power according to real-time adjustment requirements, and does not
perform maximum power output due to load fluctuations at a certain moment, and thus retains the
adjustment capacity, which ensures that the system takes into account the economics of day-ahead
dispatching strategy when it operates in real time.
As shown in Figure 13, the various types of energy supply equipment in the system have to meet
the real-time changes of heating and cooling loads, so the electric power consumption of the equipment
has been determined at the next moment. The method of balancing real-time electric load fluctuations
and renewable energy power output fluctuations in this case is to rely on the external power grid for
absorbing, which means that all unbalanced electrical power of the system is supplied by the public
power bus to ensure the effective implementation of the day-ahead dispatching plan.
4.3. Operating Status of Energy Storage Devices in the System
In the process of real-time operation, the system changes the operating power output of the
energy storage devices in the day-ahead dispatching plan to meet the real-time balance of the system.
The operating status of the energy storage devices in the system during real-time operation is shown
in the following figures.
It can be seen from Figures 14 and 15 that during the entire optimized dispatching period,
the operating status of the heat energy storage equipment under real-time operating conditions is
generally higher than the planned value of the day-ahead strategy, while the operating status of cold
energy storage equipment is firstly lower and then higher than the planned value, which results from
the fact that the cold and heat energy storage operating status under real-time operating conditions is
affected by both the real-time power balance and the next stage of rolling optimization.

Figure 14. Comparison of operating status of heat energy storage equipment under real-time and
day-ahead dispatching strategy.
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Figure 15. Comparison of operating status of cold energy storage equipment under real-time and
day-ahead dispatching strategy.

In the real-time optimization operation process of the integrated energy system, in order to
highlight the advantages of the real-time dispatching strategy mentioned in this paper, simulations
under three different dispatching strategies are carried out, as shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16. Comparison of daily operation costs under three dispatching strategies.

Figure 16 shows the daily operation cost of the integrated energy system under different dispatching
strategies. The daily operation cost under the day-ahead dispatching strategy is $3435.53. Although
the daily operation cost of the day-ahead dispatching strategy is quite low, due to changes in the
multi-energy load curves, if the operation is still scheduled according to the day-ahead dispatching
curve, the energy needs of the system will not be met. Under the storage absorbing dispatching
strategy, the unbalanced energy supply increments are all supplied by the energy storage equipment
and the daily operation cost is $4138.04. After adopting the proposed error correction dispatching
strategy, the daily operation cost is $3873.76, which decreases 6.38% in the total daily operation cost
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and 37.62% in the incremental daily operation cost than the storage absorbing dispatching strategy.
From this point of view, the effectiveness of the real-time optimized operation and dispatching method
for the integrated energy system proposed in this paper is also proven.
5. Conclusions
This paper studies the real-time optimized operation and dispatching of the integrated energy
system. The real-time operation structure and equipment composition of the integrated energy system
are analyzed and a real-time error correction operation model for integrated energy system based on
the characteristics of the system is established. The model comprehensively considers the day-ahead
dispatching plan of the integrated energy system, the total capacity of each energy supply and energy
storage equipment, adjustable margin, power climbing speed, adjustment cost and real-time load and
renewable power generation forecast data and makes real-time corrections to the day-ahead operation
plan of the integrated energy system to offset the influence of forecast errors.
The example shows that the model could calculate the unbalanced power that each equipment will
undertake at the next moment by real-time error correction droop rate, so as to ensure that the power
output change trend of the energy supply equipment is consistent with the day-ahead dispatching plan
at the next time interval, which guarantees the global safety, stability and economy of the real-time
operation of the integrated energy system. By executing the dispatching results of the real-time error
correction operation model, the system could achieve real-time energy supply and demand balance,
while taking into account the day-ahead dispatching plan and realizing the goal of the real-time
optimized operation of the integrated energy system.
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